
Description of the Tree Works at Furlong Poyntington DT9 4LF


The following plans drawings and documents are submitted in support of the application for tree 
works:


Please see Drawings

Great Western Landscaping Co Drawings No FH SWP 01,

Overall Landscape Proposals Main Garden . 

FH SWP 02,  overall Landscape Proposals South Garden . 

Site Plan 20/720/E001 

Additional works to enhance the local landscape and conservation area being carried out as part 
of the overall Landscaping Programme.


T1 

To fell existing self sown Sycamore . This tree needs to be removed to enable enhancement of the 
swimming Pool area.


T2 &T3 

To fell existing multi stemmed Viburnum Tinus , this shrub is of no particular merit and needs to 
be removed to allow for further enhancement of the swimming pool area.


T4

To fell existing over grown Holly. This tree needs to be removed to allow for ground level 
remodelling.


T5 

To crown lift existing Fagus Sylvatica by 2 mts maximum to allow more light under the canopy to 
help establish new planting of a mixed native hedge. ( full details of this hedge species added) 


All 5 of the above trees can be found on Drawing FHSWP 01 


T6 

To fell existing popular tree. This tree is an unstable species prone to splitting and we take the 
view that it is already leaning dangerously over the wall, road and pump house on the opposite 
side of the road.


T7

To crown lift some lower branches of this Lime tree, maximum 2 mts, to allow more light under the 
canopy to help establish new planting of a mixed native hedge.


The above 2 trees are to be found on Drawing No FHSWP 02.


Please review the drawings to note extra new semi mature tree planting to be undertaken as part 
of the overall landscaping scheme. Please also review the "Native Natural Hedge Mix" to be 
planted this season.

The owners of The Furlong are undertaking an extensive new planting scheme within the garden 
its self and will also be enhancing the local environment with the addition of young oak trees 
within the hedgerows on the boundary along with cutting and laying the existing hedge along the 
road leading out of the village. 

In generally this whole parcel of land has not had the benefit of good land management over the 
past few years, this is something that the owners Mr and Mrs Bidwell are going to redress over 
the next few years. They will make a considerable investment in the landscape to help enhance 
the local environment which will benefit  the local fauna and flora.



